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Press Release:
Crawford Technologies Introduces

Universal Print Stream Processor
Toronto, Ontario, October 20, 2004 - Crawford Technologies Inc. today
introduced the newest member of the Enhancement Series, the PRO Document
Enhancer software product, with superior print stream post-processing
capabilities. PRO Document Enhancer operates on virtually any print stream
including AFP, PostScript, PDF, PCL, Xerox LCDS and Metacode and it runs on
all main computing platforms including Windows, Linux, AIX, Solaris, HP-UX,
OS/390 and z/OS. PRO Document Enhancer can also operate on a print
stream while it is being converted from one format to another using any of the
PRO Suite of print transform products.

PRO Document Enhancer is a very powerful post-processor, offering the ability
to add, delete, move, colorize and modify elements in documents including text,
barcodes, OMR, form fields and index information. It can also merge information
from external files and interface with Postal Optimization software such as the
Automail product from Syntel LLC.

“PRO Document Enhancer can be used for a myriad of tasks. Some of the
uses our customers have already used it for include adding OMR marks with
integrity counts and selective inserts, adding Postal bar codes, moving sections
of pages around, inserting cover sheets for envelope optimization, adding
indexing information for archival systems, doing address verification and
suppressing portions of pages” exclaimed Ernie Crawford, President of Crawford
Technologies Inc., adding "This marks the beginning of an era when users can

take control of print files and implement the changes they need without having to
make expensive application program changes".

About Crawford Technologies Inc.
Crawford Technologies, Inc. provides print stream transform, extraction and
manipulation solutions that are unsurpassed in the industry. With its committed
and knowledgeable product teams, Crawford provides unparalleled development,
design and customer support. Crawford is a global leader in providing advanced
print production transformation products for the financial, insurance, medical,
government and telecommunications industries. Crawford’s powerful suite of
conversion and enhancement products automates the transformation of printstream, data manipulation and document output. Crawford Technologies, Inc. is
based in Canada. Its Toronto and Vancouver development centers produce highquality, cross-platform products using advanced development and testing
techniques.
www.crawfordtech.com
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